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Abstract 
In the big data era, data are the future. Efficiently dig and analyze the potential business value behind a large amount of 
data is an urgent problem for marketing industry. Mining effective information requires the use of business analysis. 
This paper discussed the necessity of business analysis for the marketing, as well as some methods that can be used in 
making business decisions and data mining, finally discuss the future research and development fields about business 
analysis and data mining technology. When selecting analytical methods, it should be combined with the actual business 
situations and decision analysis purposes. When a certain method has defects, analyst can consider combining some 
different analysis methods to make a complement with each other. When data mining technology is applied to different 
social industries, it is necessary to notice the privacy and confidentiality of data information. Last, in addition to helping 
marketing managers find competitive advantages, business analysis can also combine different fields or industries 
through a strong data relationship network to optimize resource allocation and utilization, help decision makers to make 
efficient and valuable decisions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of science technology and the 
Internet, enterprise and individuals generate lots of data in 
daily life. The sources of a large amount of data are also 
widely, the data come from customer shopping records on 
the internet or game data on game platforms. According 
to statistics, the e-commerce website Amazon has more 
than 200 million active customers, all Facebook users can 
share 2.5 million pieces of content per minute.[3] 
Nowadays, companies want to have long-term 
development, enterprises need to use business analysis to 
dig the business value behind the data. For example, 
through the existing data to analyze customers 
consumption habits and behaviors, and conduct targeted 
marketing, because marketing is a system that composed 
of customers, companies, products and related 
environmental factors, which can show products in a 
certain country or region the relationship that best meets 
customer needs.[4] Also, forecast the future development 
trend of the company is convenient to make business 
strategies and improve business performance. This paper 
mainly discusses the application of business analysis in 
marketing.  

Based on the analysis of the article, it is divided into 
the following parts: (1) Related concepts, types and 
processes of business analysis. (2) 5 methods that data 
mining technology can be used in marketing. (3) The 
future development direction about the data mining 
technology and business analysis. 

1.1. The definition of business analysis 

Business analysis starts with a simple data set or 
database, a database is a data collection that contains 
information such as customers and clients locations.[3] 
Business analysis needs a large amount of data, big data 
are simply defined: A collection is composed of many 
data with complex structure and diversified types.[9] 
Business analysis can be described to start from collect 
related data, the process is composed of descriptive 
analysis, predictive analysis and prescriptive analysis 
components, and the most important is the result of 
analysis is beneficial to make business decision and 
organizational performance.[2] Table 1 shows three types 
of analysis and definitions.[2] 
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TABLE 1. TYPES OF ANALYSIS [2] 

 

Next, through a simple example to show descriptive 
analysis. Figure1 can directly find that China’s per capita 
national income has increased from US$7,940 in 2016 to 

US$10,390 in 2020 but the descriptive analysis do not 
reflect the reason and future trend of the increase in per 
capita national income. 

 
Figure 1 China---GNI per capita, Atlas method (current US$) 

(data from world bank) https://data.worldbank.org/country/china 

Predictive analysis can use decision trees, multiple 
regression, data mining, ranking or predictive models, 
first find the relationship between variables, then through 
existing relationships to predict the likelihood of future 
occurrence of a thing. For example, food companies can 
research the relationship between customer’s age, weight, 
sports and weight-loss meal sales. Compared with 
descriptive analysis and predictive analysis, prescriptive 
analysis is a higher-level analysis, prescriptive analysis 
can use linear programming and decision theory,[2] (page 
5) Also, optimization is one of the methods. For instance, 
use optimization can help retail industry finds a suitable 
inventory level, this inventory level can minimize product 

shortages, retail businesses can meet the needs of 
customers at any time, corporate profits can be 
guaranteed.[1] (From the introduction) 

1.2. Processes of business analysis 

From the flowchart Figure 2, business analysis is 
divided into three stages. After obtaining the business data, 
the analyst needs to find out what information is included 
in the data that is helpful to solve the problem. Then, 
different problems need to be solved in the next three 
stages. Solving these problems requires the analyst to 
continuously dig out information from the collected data. 
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Figure 2 Business analytic process[2] 

After collecting data through various channels, 
analysts will find some data sources are too complicated 
or difficult to handle, the data can be divided into 
structured data and unstructured data. Structured data are 
stored and managed in a relational database, or called 
database data. For example, the traffic data of a live 
broadcast platform. Unstructured data require analysts to 
manually process or use automated methods to edit. As an 
example, photos, sounds, words, etc. in social media. 
According to statistics, 80%-90% data obtained by many 
companies are unstructured data.[3] Business analysis 
first needs to handle the original data, convert 
unstructured data into structured data, retain valuable data. 
Figure 3 displays the steps of data process and analysis. In 
the first step, in order to decrease the amount of data, the 

data can be averaged or use principal component analysis. 
For instance, When counting the geographic location of 
customers, it can be aggregated through spatial 
dimensions. In the second step, when the amount of data 
is large, Bayesian method provides a basis for data 
sampling. In the third step, analysts can select several 
models which are suitable for these data, then merge them 
to form a new model, which can overcome the 
shortcomings of a certain model. In the fourth step, the 
MapReduce algorithm divides a large amount of data into 
multiple data that can be processed in parallel, the final 
output result is the merged result of each segment.[3] Next, 
this research makes some charts to present the information 
displayed by the data more intuitively. 
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Figure 3 Data analysis and processing steps [3] 

Later, in order to decide whether the trend presented 
in the descriptive analysis exists, whether the current trend 
can be used to predict the future development trend. 
Predictive analysis can predict which business 
opportunities previously discovered should be used. Such 
as promoting a certain lady's bag brand, what is the most 
suitable way of publicity. Finally, analysts communicate 
the results to the company's leaders and take 
corresponding actions, make decision by making use of 
the opportunities discovered after the forecast. Overall, 
the complete analysis process needs to be carried out 
around the business and clear the purpose of the analysis. 
Business analysis finds valuable information in data and 
forecasts the future trend through current data, helps 
managements to choose better business decisions, the 
most efficient allocation and use of resources to help 
companies improve business performance.  

2. APPLICATION OF BUSINESS ANALYSIS 

2.1. Data mining 

Data mining is a key step in the KDD process(figure 
4[5]), which can be defined as: using algorithms and 
statistical techniques to automatically or semi-
automatically extract unknown and interesting patterns 
from large amounts of data.[1](From the introduction) 
Data mining has a wide range of applications, for example, 
retail industry, there are lots of data in retail industry, 
through analyzing customer shopping records and other 
information, analyst can distinguish customer categories, 
product categories and find out the most loyal customers, 
Then targeted publicity helps companies gain more 
potential customers, improve customer satisfaction, and 
reduce costs and increase revenue. The following 
introduces several methods of data mining. 

 
Figure 4 KDD process [5] 

2.1.1. Cluster analysis 

Cluster analysis of the original input set is not 
classified before, the purpose is divided into different 
categories based on different rules or characteristics.[5] 
For example, when doing market segmentation, according 
to the purchase behavior of customers, customers are 
divided into different groups, different customer groups 
have different promotion strategies. For the same input set, 
the groups divided by different algorithms are not the 
same. The following describes one of the algorithms---
fuzzy clustering analysis. For some information that 
cannot be described by numbers, use fuzzy clustering 
models and methods can get better results, also, objects 
that are clustered into one category first have higher 
feature similarity.[8] For instance, if a company needs to 
classify n dealers, there are m evaluation indicators, the 
review team will score different dealers on a percentile 
system and average each indicator.  

(Dealer)X={x1,x2...xn}, (Index)xi={xi1,xi2...xim}, 
generate a table with n rows and m columns, first, 
standardize the data in the table, the original data matrix 
is: X=(xij)n×m, the formula is  

 
   ijij

ijij
ij xx

xx
x

minmax
min





 
Then use the arithmetic average minimum method to 

obtain the fuzzy similarity matrix R, use the square 
method to calculate the fuzzy equivalence relationship 
matrix R*. Finally, the elements in R* can be classified at 
any level, according to different λ values, form a dynamic 
cluster map, and get the required classification, classify 
the dealers with similar characteristics into one category, 
the company will have a better evaluation of the dealers. 
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2.1.2. Correlation Analysis 

Correlation Analysis can be understood as finding the 
correlations hidden in big data sets. The application of 
correlation analysis includes planning warehouse 
inventory, network failure analysis, customer shopping 
analysis, etc.[5] Here is a brief description of correlation 
analysis to help enterprises understand customer 
performance, develop bundled sales of goods and 
products placed in position strategy. For example, a story 
about beer and diapers. The supermarket analyzed 
customer bills then found that beer and diapers, two 
seemingly unrelated items, often appeared in the same 
shopping basket. And later also found this situation 
happened to the young father, the supermarket increased 
profit through this discovery. Before understanding the 
steps of correlation analysis, introduce the four parameters 
of association analysis:①The support degree describes 
the probability of two item sets (A and B) appearing at the 
same time, and the formula is Support(A→B)=P(AⅤB). 
Assuming that 50 people go to the supermarket to shop on 
Friday, and 10 people buy diapers→beer at the same time, 
the support degree is 20%. ②Confidence degree indicates 
the probability of item set B also appearing in a certain 
situation where item set A appears. The formula is 
Confidence(A→B)=P(B Ι A). Assuming a customer 
purchases diapers, The customer is as likely to buy beer as 
it is to buy diapers. ③Expected confidence, if there are 50 
people on Friday to go shopping, 10 people purchases beer, 
so the expected confidence is 20%. ④The degree of action 
refers to the ratio of the degree of confidence to the 
expected degree of confidence. The larger the ratio, the 
greater the influence of item set A on item set B.[7] When 
performing association analysis, first pre-process and 
mining data, after the database is formed, all the item sets 
satisfying the minimum support degree are obtained, then 
the rules satisfying the minimum confidence degree are 
generated, and finally the rule set is output.[5] 

2.1.3. Classification analysis 

Classification analysis is different from cluster 
analysis. The input set of classification analysis has been 

classified and labeled according to different 
characteristics, according to the records, subdivided into 
new categories based on certain criteria.[5] Classification 
analysis includes bankruptcy prediction, and predict the 
reaction of different customers to promotional activities, 
etc.[4] For instance, bank credit rating for credit card 
customers, according to credit rating into good, fair, poor, 
and describe customers with “portraits”, find different 
credit levels customers have different salaries, ages, bank 
deposits, and residential locations. Finally, banks can 
market according to different customer groups, launch 
different wealth management products, better help 
customers allocate funds, etc., so that customers are 
satisfied, and the bank can also obtain a group of highly 
loyal customers and achieve long-term development. 

2.1.4. Decision tree 

A decision tree is to use the information gain in 
information theory to find the field with the largest 
amount of information in the database, establish a unique 
root node, then establish multiple branches and nodes 
according to the different values of the fields, that is, leaf 
nodes.[5] Decision tree let people more understand, 
simple structure, high classification accuracy, and high 
efficiency.[6] Decision tree analysis method can be 
applied to customer churn in the market, managers can 
understand what factors affected customer churn. When 
making marketing strategies, managers can timely 
improvements to reduce customer churn rate and improve 
customer relationships. Assuming gets some customer 
records from a company database, these records can be 
divided into training samples and test samples (training 
set>test set), then establish a classification prediction 
model and obtain a simple customer churn analysis 
decision tree, as shown in Figure 5. For high-value 
customers aged 25-30 with income greater than 8,000 
yuan, the company should do a good job of customer 
service for such customers and reduce the rate of customer 
churn. 
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Figure 5 Customer Churn Decision Tree 

2.1.5. Neural Networks 

Neural networks have fast parallel computing power, 
and are a parallel information processing system 
composed of a large number of nonlinear processing units 
through dense connections.[4] Neural network error rate 
is low and a high tolerance for noise data, neural network 
can be used to predict the sales of a company's products at 
a specific time in the future, based on past sales, consider 
the impact of internal and external environment, to 
determine the future sales reachable the goal. 

3. CONCLUSION 

This paper talks about big data promote the 
development of marketing, help companies create more 
profits through business analysis, carding a business 
analysis of related concepts, types, and five kinds of data 
mining methods can be used, the purpose is to meet 
customer requirements, develop efficient business 
marketing decisions. When analysts use fuzzy clustering 
analysis to evaluate dealers, in order to ensure the 
objectivity of the results, it is necessary to increase or 
decrease the analysis indicators according to the different 
evaluation requirements of different companies in the 
actual situation, and draw more reliable and practical 
conclusions.[8] When analysts use association analysis 

method, analysts should attention to three elements of the 
marketing theory: customer purchase time, purchase 
frequency and purchase profit, propose a mining 
algorithm with practical application value.[5] Although 
neural network can tolerant high data noise, when the 
amount of information is too large, the structure is 
complicated and the training time is too long, it can be 
considered in combination with the advantages of rough 
set (simple algorithm and easy to operate). Because in the 
reality marketing database, the data is large and the noise 
is high, two methods combine can maximize the 
advantages and avoid the disadvantages.[4] In general, 
marketing is a significant field of data mining technology. 
Data mining technology helps companies improve 
competitiveness, and gain better development. In addition, 
data mining technology is also involved in machine 
learning, artificial intelligence and other fields, they have 
high research value and application prospects, data mining 
will gradually be applied to all areas of human society in 
the future, but during the process of data mining should 
also pay attention to data privacy and information security 
issues.[7] In addition to the importance of business 
analysis to marketing, other social fields can also benefit 
from business analysis, such as medical and health, 
government departments, etc. The data relationship 
network connects marketing with other areas of society, 
so that enterprises and governments can share some data 
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resources, which is conducive to the rapid development of 
the national economy as a whole, optimizes the allocation 
of national resources, and achieves mutual benefit and 
win-win results.[9] 
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